While bakeries and music fests come and go, the cycling in Austin is here to stay.
A high percentage of Austin taxes go toward things for the people, such as Zilker Park, 45 public pools, or the must-see Barton Springs swimming hole. Congress Avenue Bridge was rebuilt in the 1980s and is now an ideal home for migrating Mexican free-tailed bats. Catch the beloved bug eaters in warmer months at the Statesman Bat Observation Center, adjacent to the bridge, or pedal down to Lady Bird Lake right along the Hike and Bike Trail.

The moon towers (or moonlight towers) are another local delight. The 13 structures may not look like much to our modern eyes, but if you approach them with the wonder of an Austinite in 1895, you will see the glow of innovation and modernity that brought light to public spaces. For music — beyond the festivals — there is Red River Street, where you will find the rock and roll venues, or Saxon Pub for a sit-down spot where people perform and tell stories.
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